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In houses that look toward the south, the sun penetrates the portico in winter,  
while in summer the path of the sun is right over our heads and  

above the roof so there is shade. 

  



YESHE NYINGPO



UNITED STATES NAVY 

United states navy regional brig 

United states navy lcac base 



REDMOND  CIVIC  CENTER  

SW 152ND STREET ENHANCEMENT PROJECT  

COLT ARMORY PARK & tower condominiums 
  



ADDITION & IMPROVEMENTS TO CASCADE HIGH SCHOOL’S SCIENCE BUILDING 

HEATHERWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL  

HEATHERWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL  

NORTH EVERETT MIDDLE SCHOOL GYM  

EVERETT HIGHSCHOOL SCIENCE BUILDING 

Schools began with a man under a tree, who did not know he was a teacher, 
discussing his realization with a few, who did not know they were students. 

 



SAKYA MEDITATION RETREAT CENTER 

BETHEL CME CHURCH 
 

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION  
CATHOLIC CHURCH  

SAKYA TEGCHEN CHÖLING 

PORTICO & LIBRARY OF TIBETAN WORKS & ARCHIVES ADDITIONS  

NOBEL PEACE PRIZE MEMORIAL 



SAKYA MONASTERY OF TIBETAN BUDDHISM,  
LIBRARY OF TIBETAN WORKS & ARCHIVES,  

PORTICO, mahakala shrine & STUPA  



LAKE WASHINGTON RESIDENCE & DOCK 

 



MAHABODHI  MONASTERY & HOTEL   



phuntsoK phodrang / Sakya institute  India 
 

 

 

 



GREENWAY

GREEN TARA  



With His Holiness Jigdal Dagchen Sakya's prayers, encouragement and advice, I contested a will in 1993, which permitted 
me to inherit three undeveloped view lots in Piedmont, California - recently named by MSN.com one of the nation’s ten 
most affluent communities. After two years at Piedmont High, I helped 

tend and garden  property while attending Contra Costa and Oakland City 
Colleges

 took an interest in and 
helped provide for much of my college education.

plan for two houses and a neighbor's garage that won most of the neighborhood's 
support with its appropriate scale and extra off street parking. Piedmont's Planning Commission and City Council both 
split 3 to 2 against my proposal in favor a more exclusive consolidation of all three lots into a single large lot. I 
had hoped to sell one of the houses to afford the other and when the increasingly more affluent and exclusive City's 
ruling eliminated that possibility, I sold the property and used the money to purchase my family's part of GREENNESS.  
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Greenness 

In 1995, Mariam and I bought the existing, early modernist house and Rinpoche bought two thirds of its lot and neighboring lot for GTi. With 
the neighborhood's unanimous support, GTi won a variance in a well attended public hearing to widen and improve the street and 
subdivide the two lots into GREENNESS, a private residential park with common amenities shared by the one existing and up to three new 
dwellings. In July 2013, the City of Edmonds formally approved the lower lot's subdivision and along with the much improved existing 
residence, GREENNESS was permitted to include up to four of the region's last, centrally located undeveloped view lots. Each lot enjoys 
expansive high bluff views of the Olympic Mountains, the Kitsap Peninsula, Whidbey Island and upper Puget Sound including Admiralty 
Inlet, its gateway to the Pacific. Each is located within a ~ 30 minute toll free drive of all three of the region's major urban centers - 
downtown Seattle, Bellevue and Everett. They're also just a ~30 minute walk of city sports fields and nearly new primary, middle and high 
schools up hill and a very large and largely native county park and Puget Sound beach (extremely rare!) downhill. Located at the end of 
a safe, quiet and lightly traveled street, nearly surrounded by tall trees and cradled by terraced slopes, GREENNESS invites you to relax, 
smell the sea, listen to a seal bark and behold nature's ever changing spectacles. 
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LEHN HOUSE ADDITION & IMPROVEMENTS  Greenness / Edmonds, WA 1995 - present 
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BEFORE 
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Lower 

Main 

Upper 

YOUNG / KONDILIS RESIDENCE 
GTi’s design for Greenness’ lot B won the City of Edmonds’ first building permit for  

continuous sky lights with movable insulation, garden roofs  and bamboo rain screen siding   
 selected by AIA Seattle’s Committee On the Environment 

to feature in their   2006 “What Makes it Green?” program.  



2  

Within the next 20 years, the lot north of will be sold by Edmonds Community College to fund an endowment honoring 
its present owner and her late husband. As can be seen in the panorama above and the aerial photograph below, both 
properties share a very rare promontory of land commanding one of the Northwest’s most awe inspiring high bluff views .  

unobstructed views are preserved, protected, and made more private by the many 
large trees surrounding it, the site’s topography, and the largely inaccessible and undevelopable 
expanse of native woods and wildlife habitat extending along the bluff for several miles.  
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Tara MEMORIAL Park 
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http://northwestdharma.org/nw-dharma-news-wp/?p=1469 
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better copies of lots C, D and E’s new architectural designs and construction documents & walk thru animation of lot B’s 2006 design are available upon request.  

An undevelopable expanse of native woods and wildlife habitat stretching along the coast for  
several miles protects the unique promontory's seclusion, privacy and expansive views of 

 Puget Sound, the Olympic Mountains and Peninsula, Kitsap Peninsula, Whidbey Island  
and Admiralty Inlet, the region’s gateway to the Pacific and Asia. 

Less costly conventional foundations are allowed, compacted sand is easy to dig and grade and doesn’t accumulate storm water. 
Underground power, gas, high speed internet, cable TV, telephone, sanitary and storm sewers and a nearly new water main and hydrant 

 are in the street. Utility pedestals and sanitary side sewers are already installed for lots B & C and services extend to the private road  
for either D or E.  D and E’s shared storm water detention and drainage system is also installed, approved and landscaped.  

LAST CHANCE TO BUY GREENNESS CHEAP  BEST OFFER BY JUNE 1, 2014  

GTi’s lot B was repossessed on February 15, 2014 but can be purchased from its new owner  
GTi’s lots C, D and E can also be repossessed if the remaining lien, totaling $475,050.70 isn’t paid by June 21, 2014 

Not including the remaining lien, GTi and Phillip and Mariam Lehn have invested over $1.5 million and nearly 20 years  

FINAL PRICE REDUCTIONS 
( GREENNESS’ only ‘comparable’ lot just sold for $750,000 )  

B was $550,000 then $300,000 before repossessed now $310,000  
C was $550,000 then $300,000 now $250,000  -  D & E were each $650,000 then $350,000 now $275,000 

C, D & E were $1.85 million then $1 million now $800,000 
B, C, D & E were $2.4 million then $1.3 million now $1.11 million 

C, D, E + A - the existing residence ($900,000), previously $2.75 million then $1.9 million now $1.7 million 

 OR BEST OFFER BY JUNE 1 

Centrally located within a ~ 30 minute toll free drive of all three of the region’s major urban centers - downtown Seattle, Bellevue and Everett  
and a ~ 30 minute walk of nearly new schools and sports fields uphill and a large and largely native county park and Puget Sound Beach downhill. 

Irma & Lio Suntay 

206.478.3238 / Suntay@comcast.net 

http://www.matrix.nwmls.com/DE.asp?k=2478616X2JQG&p=DE-36342790-780 
 

GROSS AREAS 

Lot A   -   12,036 SF 
Lot B   -  15,273 SF 
Lot C  -  13,587 SF 
Lot D - 18,215 SF 
Lot E - 17,001 SF 

Fire Pit  
Point 

Common 
Orchard 

Fish & 
Duck  
Pond 

Future View 
Pavilion 

Bamboo  
Tunnel 

Existing 
Residence 

May 16, 2014 



GREEN TARA incorporated 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

16202 - 72nd Ave W    Edmonds, WA   98026   USA   425.745.8949   info@greentarainc.com   
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Lot C – 13,587 SF lot with proposed 5,479 SF new house design - 5 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, atrium entry,  
office near entry, elevator, flex space, solarium, decks, accessible and accessory compartments, 2 car garage +  

guest parking, basement heat storage, existing garden pond - Utilities installed ready to go - $250,000 or best offer.  
A larger scale pdf composite with plan of heat storing basement and higher resolution is available upon request.  



GREEN TARA incorporated 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

16202 - 72nd Ave W    Edmonds, WA   98026   USA   425.745.8949   info@greentarainc.com   

Lot D – 18,215 SF lot with proposed 4,224 SF new house design – 4 bedrooms, 3.5 Baths, atrium entry, den / theater,  
library, sauna, solarium, utility, basement heat storage, three car garage and guest parking - $275,000 or best offer.   

A larger scale pdf composite with higher resolution is available upon request.  
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GREEN TARA incorporated 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

16202 - 72nd Ave W    Edmonds, WA   98026   USA   425.745.8949   info@greentarainc.com   

Lot E – 17,001 SF lot with proposed 4,821 SF new house design – 3 bedrooms, 3.5 baths, atrium entry, family / theater,  
library / storage, sauna, utility / mechanical, basement heat storage, 3 car garage and guest parking - $275,000 or best offer.  

 A larger scale pdf composite with higher resolution is available upon request.  
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Liberation Gateway 
Edmonds, WA  2012 

Greentarainc.com  
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Epilogue 
 

GTi’s four high bluff unobstructed view lots in north Edmonds, Washington … four fifths of Greenness, the privately 
shared, five lot residential park that His Eminence Ngawang Migyur Rinpoche, his grandnephew Gnendak Shak, 
and my wife Mariam and I invested 20 years and over $1.5 million to find, purchase, design, develop and maintain 
were ultimately repossessed. Lot B was taken on February 15 and lots C, D and E on June 21, 2014. Less than 
$500,000 was needed to redeem the last and best three lots but we couldn’t find a buyer, investor, lender, 
benefactor, family member or friend who was able and willing.  

When we bought the property ~ 21 years ago, Greenness seemed generously blessed with high promise. Along 
the way, many ordinary and not so ordinary obstacles and hardships became increasingly more difficult to bear.  
After winning the neighborhood’s unanimous support and the Hearing Examiner’s approval of a crucial street 
standards variance, GTi completed the public street’s and Greenness’ costly, lengthy and sometimes dangerous 
long-term improvements and I accepted the ongoing and uncompensated but often rewarding burden of the 
park’s long-term care and maintenance.  

Once Rinpoche saw the site developed, he didn’t want to sell it and decided instead to build a house for himself 
and family along its upper ridge and a small Gompa or chapel and meditation retreat center near the duck 
pond. Unfortunately ?, the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis weakened some of his most affluent supporters during the 
very expensive finishing stages of the construction of Taiwan’s first monastery of Tibetan Buddhism, which 
compelled Rinpoche to pay for much more of the ambitious project himself. At the same time, during record 
rains, a massive ~ 600-foot-long landslide disturbed ~ 10 – 15 feet of Greenness’ southwest tip.  While its physical 
damage to Greenness was insignificant, the slide’s psychological damage was profound.  

When Rinpoche returned exhausted from his financial struggles in Taiwan to behold the landslide’s ruinous 
devastation for the first time, he gave up all hope of realizing his family’s house and American meditation center 
and asked me to sell the property as soon as I could. Unfortunately ?, I couldn’t find anyone willing to buy land 
that had just suffered such a slide, no matter how insignificant the damage to Greenness itself.  

Before buying the property, I couldn’t find written record of any slide ever occurring on Greenness’ part of the 
bluff and the City’s slump tests of the area assigned it the area’s second lowest probability of hazard (5%). After 
investigating the slide’s scarp, we observed a “pumping” action in the bluff’s seepage related to the time and 
duration of every rain storm and discovered evidence in the City’s files that a former City Engineer had directed 
the developers of the 22-lot plat above us to install a large, 100+foot-long storm water infiltration system 25 years 
earlier. After it was installed, the City added storm drainage from two more streets to increase its impervious 
collection area to ~ 2+ acres.  Since the current City Engineer, Jim Walker, was far more interested in discouraging 
and obstructing rather than helping us determine what caused the slide, GTi commissioned Associated Earth 
Sciences, one of the region’s most respected hydro-geology consulting firms to conduct a thorough dye test. 
Since the dye only took 52 hours and 20 minutes to migrate ~ 500 feet to the slide’s scarp, the test proved a very 
direct connection with minimal resistance had been eroded during the previous 25 years between the storm 
water infiltration system and the landslide and that the City was clearly culpable and liable. 
 
Unfortunately ?, the City’s engineers and its insurance pool’s lawyers shamelessly resisted the investigation and 
pretended to ignore its evidence.  Litigation was never intended nor threatened but to escape their ingrained 
fear of it along with its inevitable measure of their conduct, they tried to wear us out from the start by deliberately 
wasting evermore of our time and money … rather than help us address a terrible problem the City had caused 
and which continued to threaten the lives and property of those living below the bluff. Eventually, I persuaded 
Jim and his assistant Don Fiene, to intercept the infiltration system with a pipe without admitting any fault. 
Fortunately, Mariam insisted that it be tested because it leaked at every 20-foot joint and had to be replaced.  
Since Rinpoche wasn’t willing to challenge the City’s engineers and their insurance pool’s lawyers in court and 
they weren’t willing to be honest and honorable, GTi wasn’t able to recover any of its investigation’s expenses or 
the property’s lost value and the incident cast a lasting fools shadow on the commonly shared park’s long term 
stability.  
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This seemingly improbable setback was soon followed by several more.  The dot com bust and 9/11 shocked and 
disrupted the global and local economies and caused widespread unemployment, which further diminished the 
value of Greenness’ lots and compelled Mariam and me to borrow more against our personal line of credit.  

Six years after the slide (2004), I met Bert Bradley, a commercial flooring subcontractor and fellow member of the 
Northwest EcoBuilding Guild who wanted to distinguish himself as a “Green” or more environmentally responsible 
general contractor/developer by buying and building custom designed spec houses on both of our upper lots. 
In the beginning, Bert professed to share GTi’s goals enthusiastically and offered to finance the construction of 
the first house himself. He was convinced that it should be a very small house or cottage but most realtors and 
mortgage lenders considered the lots low density, 12,000 SF / single family residence zoning and unobstructed 
views far too valuable for the size of houses Bert wanted to finance, build and sell on spec.  

Bert’s budget and my fee were also much too low to cover the ever expanding scope of our research, designs 
and developments. Along with the question of appropriate size, we were also reexamining other fundaments … 
sub-grade walls, alternative building materials and assemblies, garden roofs, insulated natural light, alternative 
heating systems, water collection and use, etc. Had Bert been willing and able to pay for more of my time and 
to finance the construction of a slightly larger house, the results of our collaboration may have been more 
successful. We both tried to balance the realtors’, lenders’, builders’, and our own competing expectations, but 
with so little of the project’s basic design settled, our many differences kept getting in the way. 

Despite Bert’s intense scrutiny of our purchase and sales agreement’s wording before signing it, a short bit of it 
later became a source of still unresolved conflict. Since I had expected to write Greenness’ CC&R’s (Covenants, 
Conditions and Restrictions) with Bert and had yet to establish how the park’s common spaces and amenities 
would be shared, maintained and governed, our purchase and sales agreement was written accordingly:  

 
 “GTI, BERT and PHILL shall jointly define easements and conditions, covenants and restrictions (CC&R’s). 
Both lots shall be developed as part of a shared residential park called “Greenness”. Its easements and 
CC&R’s shall dedicate portions of each lot beyond each residence as common to all lots, prohibit fences 
along property lines and provide for common landscaping, common amenities, and common 
governance of common areas including the assessment of fees to maintain common areas. Common 
amenities could, but not necessarily, include the orchard, foot paths, flower and vegetable gardens, 
organic composting areas, “fire pit point”, the duck pond and the view pavilion.” 

 
Bert agreed with this wording but presumed that his two lots would be allowed to use and enjoy the park’s 
common open spaces and amenities near the bluff without sharing the burdens of their common ownership. His 
sister and her family had suffered a terrible slide related disaster and his father had either advised, asked or 
expected Bert to avoid any slide related liabilities. His two lots were located above and along the street as far as 
possible from the bluff and weren’t at risk. However, the park’s most desirable common open spaces and 
amenities - the view pavilion, garden/duck pond and fire pit point joined and were considered protected parts 
of the bluff.  While the risk of a slide damaging any of these amenities was and still is considered low, and while 
the courts had previously ruled that unless property owners above do something to cause a slide, they can’t be 
held liable for its damages, Bert refused to accept the obligations of his lots’ shared ownership of the amenities 
along the bluff but nevertheless expected to be allowed to use and enjoy them.  

When I wouldn’t let him and his lots’ future owners share and enjoy the park’s choicest parts without accepting 
a fair share of their costs, responsibilities and obligations, he accused me of deliberately “tricking” him with the 
phrase “could, but not necessarily, include …”. Since we had discussed my reasons for the phrase openly and 
he was given ample opportunity to understand our terms before signing the agreement, his accusation was and 
still is ridiculous and his presumption of privileged entitlement was and still is shameful.   

Working together was never easy and too rarely enjoyable. If Rinpoche hadn’t already waited so long to sell, I 
may not have sold any of our lots to Bert. Interestingly, despite our conflicting natures, many disagreements and 
the aggressively argumentative nature of our research, we made some important progress together, especially 
in the development of day lit basements, garden roofs and bamboo rain screen siding. Unfortunately ?, we failed 
to design a house that he was willing to finance and build.  
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Eventually, he met and introduced me to a professional couple who asked me to design a house for them and 
two young brothers they planned to adopt once the boys’ mother died as expected from cancer. I designed 
and obtained a building permit for a house that met their requirements and that the Seattle Chapter of the 
American Institute of Architects Committee On the Environment (COTE) selected to feature in their 2006 “What 
Makes It Green?” program.  

Unfortunately ?, Bert had paid more attention to the house’s design than its construction and neglected to 
cultivate dependable working relationships with his many would be subcontractors. When he needed their help 
to verify his cost estimates, the economy had become white hot and most subs were too busy with jobs for other 
generals they had worked with before to take the time to prepare Bert’s bids, especially given the 
unconventional design’s many innovations. Labor and material prices were escalating rapidly and without actual 
bids, none of us could know what the project would likely cost and what kinds of adjustments might be necessary.  

To make matters worse, the couple and the two boys discovered soon after the mother died that living together 
was unbearable. They had all enjoyed several weekend outings together but their many differences in age, diet, 
daily responsibilities, activities and temperament were just too great and despite the couple’s best efforts to 
make it work, living together in the couple’s tiny cottage in Seattle soon proved impossible. Along with their 
doubts about the project’s cost and Bert’s efforts to get their support in his battle for privileges from me, this 
unexpected and profoundly personal revelation ultimately caused the couple to abandon their new family 
dream project altogether shortly before its construction was to start. Once the couple backed out the project, 
Bert backed out and around this same time, MIgyur Rinpoche suffered a near fatal stroke in China and remained 
paralyzed in a coma.  

I don’t remember Gnendak and I ever asking much less putting any pressure on Bert to pay off his loan and when 
he refused to honor our purchase and sales agreement to support the shared park concept and, “on the advice 
of my attorney”, refused to honor his previously signed pledge to approve the lot line adjustment needed to 
subdivide our lower lot until we accepted his terms for our settlement … threatened to sell his lots without the 
Conditions, Covenants and Restrictions needed to establish and protect the shared park concept and our 
previous ten years’ investments … and offered to loan us the money needed to buy both of this lots back, it 
seemed best to accept his offer.  

Since Rinpoche doesn’t believe in charging interest and had even eliminated the practice in his part of Tibet, GTi 
never charged Bert any on the $370,000 he borrowed from us for ~3.5 years to buy and hold both of his lots. 
Unfortunately ?, in addition to his $180,000 down payment and $146,363 reimbursement for all of his expenses, 
including a parking ticket, Bert never offered to return the favor and instead insisted on 8% interest. Effectively 
cornered without the money or the will to challenge Bert in court and no hope of help from Rinpoche, I pressed 
Gnendak to accept Bert’s conditions and to borrow enough to buy back both lots with five year liens at 8% 
interest. 

Unfortunately ?, five years wasn’t nearly enough time to survive what suddenly came next. Among its many other 
global consequences, “The Great Recession” ended my contract job, kept me unemployed for 6+ years and 
forced Mariam and me to sell our first house cheap. Expecting to keep it as a source of future retirement income, 
we had invested a considerable amount of time and money improving it.  Instead, the little we got back from its 
sale after paying off its mortgage forced us to borrow what was left of our line of credit to pay basic living 
expenses.  I did my best to sell GTi’s lots to pay off the liens in time but the banks weren’t making loans and I 
couldn’t find anyone willing to pay our drastically reduced prices or loan us enough in cash.  

As soon as our five years were up, Bert and an expensive legal team – Montgomery Purdue Blankinship & Austin 
PLLC with offices high in Seattle’s Columbia Center that his father had once worked with when he was Vice 
President of General Electric, convinced the County’s overworked and understaffed Court that two of the 
region’s last three, centrally located and most beautiful unobstructed view lots really weren’t worth enough and 
that Bert needed to be granted the authority to take all of GTi’s property rather than just the two lots he held liens 
against in order to recover all the interest owed on the original amount borrowed. 

They obviously didn’t have to take it all to ‘recover’ the money they claimed we owed Bert. They knew Bert’s 
original two lots were extremely rare, would likely return to their former value, and increase at a much higher than 
average rate once the economy began to recover as it has.  Unfortunately ?, Bert had to pay off a much larger 
settlement resulting from his subsequent project’s losses and he and his lawyers couldn’t resist the opportunity to 
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grab as much as they could from us. Since we had no money to defend ourselves, their contentions went largely 
uncontested in court and GTi lost everything. Suffering a continuous succession of discouraging shocks and 
setbacks, GTi managed to survive all but this last and most devastating defeat. Bert, or possibly his expensive 
lawyers, now own all three of GTi’s original view lots, which we had subdivided into four lots, and his plans for their 
ultimate ownership, design and development still remains a mystery.  

 

☼ 

 

Most of our obstacles were well beyond any one person’s understanding, control or influence but personal and 
cultural shortcomings, serious character failings and actual misdeeds are also to blame. This short telling of the 
story necessarily leaves much untold and while time consuming and arduous, it reveals much about ourselves 
and I may try to tell more of it later. It’s also not over. Despite our many setbacks and losses, important 
accomplishments were realized and it’s still too soon for me to fully understand and judge what happened. We 
nearly realized influential works of enduring value but Rinpoche nearly died and is still partially paralyzed. Little of 
our work was realized, we lost our families’ fortunes and Rinpoche’s was badly needed by many monks and nuns 
in Tibet and India.  The tragedy and its consequences are inescapable and I pray for the compassion, wisdom 
and courage to understand, forgive and help heal our many wounds.  

 

 

Auspicious wishes,  

 
 

Phillip Lehn 

cofounder and architect, LEED AP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

☼ 

 
 

GREEN TARA incorporated 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

16202 - 72nd Ave W    Edmonds, WA   98026   USA   425.745.8949   info@greentarainc.com 
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Witnessing the intensifying economic, political and moral confusion,  
nstability and paralysis, acts of violence and more devastating  

environmental calamities occurring far more frequently  
throughout the world during the past few years  

has moved me to feel a more profound  
sense of urgency in advocating  

Tara MEMORIAL PARK 

We need an effective antidote  
to the rising plague of ignorance, fear,  

selfishness, greed, impatience and anger  
poisoning the planet and the sooner the better.  
Boundless compassion and perfected wisdom  

that has stood time’s test needs to be  
infused and made manifest  

everywhere. 

 In time 

Tara Center 
could help transform 

the world’s consciousness 
and with it, the course of history. 

For a brief overview of the idea visit 
http://northwestdharma.org/nw-dharma-news-wp/?p=1469 

For a more complete presentation follow its links to Booklets I, II and III.  
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GREEN TARA

TIBET’S  POPULAR SAVIOR GODDESS 

A heavenly manifestation of 
, health and joy  

depicted upon Greenness 

Painted by Dhawa Dhondup Ngoche 
Photographed by David Newcomb 

Commissioned by Green Tara incorporated  
and Phillip and Mariam Lehn  

1999 

GREEN TARA INSIGNIA

Present, Past and Future of Green Tara’s Blue Lotus 
Composed by His Eminence Ngawang Migyur, 

Dhawa Dhondup Ngoche and Phillip Lehn 
Drawn by Dhawa Dhondup Ngoche 

Painted by Migyur Rinpoche 

1993 

Green Tara incorporate (GTi) was founded by His Eminence Ngawang Migyur in 1992 and is evolving from  
a simple faith in the power of the mind to create profitable investment opportunities that benefit all beings. 
Profits have helped restore Rinpoche’s monasteries in Tibet destroyed during China’s Cultural Revolutions.  

Dedications    

To establish an independent and self-perpetuating base of  
financial support for Dharma activities throughout the world, 

To create and sustain profitable investment opportunities that benefit 
the natural environment and accommodate the future in ways that 

enrich, sustain and preserve rather than pollute, deplete and  
destroy our planet’s wildlife and natural resources and  

To create and sustain meritorious employment opportunities  
for Dharma students and practitioners. 

In this way we seek to foster an equitable and sustainable sharing of our planet’s abundance  
to attain global peace, health, security and economic and spiritual renewal.  

GREEN TARA incorporated

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

16202 - 72nd Ave W    Edmonds, WA   98026   USA   425.745.8949   www.greentarainc.com   info@greentarainc.com   
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